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I.

Introduction

1.

The accession of Portugal and Spain .has enlarged the Mediterranean dimension
of the Community. What is more, the policy of cooperation with Mediterranean
non-member countries linked to the .Community by cooperation agr,eements needed
revision in order to pinpoint shortcomings and take account of these
countries 1 development since the 1910s with the ~dm o1 continuing, intensi.fying
and expanding this cooperation. Indeep, the Mediterranean countries have . _
called for adjustments to their relations with the Community in order to
strenghten the cooperation links. ~n its statement of 30 March, the Council
formally set out the guidelines and priorities for future Community action
in the region and affirmed a basic principle:
"The Mediterranean pol icy of the enlarged Community will have to be of an
ongoing nature and <••• > in terms of economic development, make for significant
and stable results in the medium term. From an overall and Long-term point of
view, the Community will b~nd its ~fforts to pursuing financial and technical
cooperation with the Medit.erranean. partners in order to make an appropriate·
contribution to their economic and social development".
This aim would be valid even without enlargement of the Commu~ity but is
all th~ more so in the context of enlargement. For, as wil'l be reccrlled ·
once again later, the Southern Mediterranean represents-a significant market
and poses a challenge for European pol it fcal cooperation.
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2.

This communication deals with future cooperation : 1t describes what is at
stake and the ambitions,of the parties concerned, proposes a line of
approach and priority areas, and s·ets out criteria for calculating t~e
financial resources required. The resulting guidelines, once adopted by
the Council after consultation with Parliament, will provide the basis
'
for directives for the negotiations between the Community and the Mediterranean countries on the content and implementation of cooperation over the
next five-year period, from 1 November 1986 to 31 October 1991.
\

The Commission will present proposals to this end when the discussions called
'
for by this document have been.concluded.
11.

The importance of closer economic cooperation with the Mediterranean countries

3.

As the leading power in the Mediterranean, the Community has a direct concern
in the Southern and Eastern Mediterranean countries' future development.
Its interests and security are at stake and any further upsets in a region
already torn by tensions and conflicts, of which there is nb need for
reminder, could have dangerous consequences •. The Community's interests are
at stake because the Mediterranean non-member countries represent its third
most important external outlet and its biggest trade surplus, and its security,
because it is directly connected with active participation in effor~s to
stabilize the situati~n in both the Eastern and Western Mediterranean.
/

4.

The Mediterranean countries are all experiencing, to different degrees, economic, and hence social, difficulties. Their relatively advanced level of
development in relation to other parts of the Third World, especially Asia
and black Africa makes them.all very vulnerable in the face of recession.
' The adjustment and austerity policies that government~ have been obliged to
adopt bring in their wake tensions with unpredictable consequences.
Development is held back by obstacles, some of which are similar - and we
ourselves suffer the consequences. These obstacles include :
fast population growth with economies unable to absorb a 2-3 r. a year
increase in the labour force;

'

,

'
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the coverage-of an increasingly large proportion of food requirements
by imports;
trade deficits, particularly with Community, remain
increasing;

larg~

and are even

for some of these countries their external debt puts a brake on
expansion;
the great fragility of the industrial fabric.
5.

However, present difficulties should not make us lose sight of future
prospects : the determination displayed by most of their leaders, resources
in the form of manpower and energy and mineral raw materials, agricultural
capacity, and the of.ten ambitious achievements in a number of fields all
indicate a great deal of potential for economic development in the Mediterra~
nean countries. And, with very few exceptions, all are anxious to retain their
independence vis-~-vis the superpowers. It is therefore in their i~t~rel~,
as well as the Community's;·to establish closer and broader cooperation that
would help remove some of the obstacles to growth and more harmonious
trade relations, as was affirmed in the Council statement of 30 March
referred to earlier.
~-in

.

the past, the areas and subjects of cooperation will be decided on in
the course of dialogue with our partners. Sometimes, for reasons of
continuity and immediate effectiveness, projects and operations will doubtless ~onstitute an extension of existing ones. The Community must, however
enter-Jnto discussions on the content of future coo~eration armed with general
guidelines. In acting thus, it will be responding to the wishes of many
partners. The Commission advocates two general principles :

a focusing of ·efforts in a number of specific areas where they are
likely to have the greatest impact in.terms of economic and social development
and, in the interests of all parties, in relations with the Community;
the promotion of a type of cooperation which. forms.-part of medium and
long-ierm planning whereas at present, operaiions are still too often isolat~d
projects, limited in scope.
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In .practice, this means giving priority to three.areas of cooperation
support for the Medfterranean countries• food strategies· with a view
to reducing food dependence;
the development of detailed, long-term cooperation- in fields such
as industry, science and technology, trade, and training - through
which community support would be lent to all those engaged in
promoting econom1c.growth;
support for the Mediterranean countries' efforts to promote regional
and multilateral cooperation, including cooperation with Africa.
III. Cooperation priorities
A. Reducing food dependence
7.

All the Mediterranean countries have, in various ways, expressed their
desire to reduce their food· dependence, which has grown to alarming propor•
tions (1). Some have already announced action programmes. For our part,
the Council, in its statement of 30 March, expressed the Community's intention
of providing ''effective -support for those countries• efforts to reduce
their agricultur~l and food deficit".
Taking-this approach, the Commission believes that a large proportion of
Community aid should go to agricultural development, particularly food crops,
in the framework of guaranteed support for multiannual operations likely to
promote agricultural produce ·destined for loca'l and regional consumption.
This appnoach also coincides with the development priorities adopted by the
Community together with its partners in other parts of the Third World
(the ACP States and some non-associated countri~s). Efforts to achieve
better coordination of our operations, so magnifying their effect, require a
focusing of attention on specific sectors, which might vary according to
the country and its potential and plans, examples being cereal cultivation,
livestock production, oils and fats, etc. The Community should be in a
position to make Long-term commitments to support a country's or sub-region's
own efforts to develop the selected sectors.

<1> See table I in the

annex~

Giving priority to an objective regarded as

socially and econo-

politi~ally,

micall~ important also has other a~vantage~, amp~g. which

-it would faci'litate the dialogue with these countries 6n

~ll

aspects of

a policy designed to reduce their food dependence, without excluding any
areas, such as the domestic implications of producer and consumer prices;
it would represent an attempt to link Community aid with that of the
Member States or other countries or bodies in joint or even -co-financed
~perations;

it would facilitate optimal use of the counterpart funds derived from the
food aid which a number of Medit~rranean countries ~till n~ed on ~non
going basis.
8. The Commission bel~eves that the countries which adopt a reasonable programme
to reduce their food dependence should receive Community support commensurate
with their own efforts with the aim of eventually cutting b~ck food imports.
This support, the

implem~ntation

of which would be decided case by case,- coald

include a Community commitment to mak~ multiannual deliveries linked to specified objectives on ~he lines of what the Community did successfully in India
1
for the Flood II programme, ·which was co-financed with the World Bank.
In order to support the lo~g-term policies of its partners towards achieving
food security, the Community will also reflect on ways of diversifying the
.

-

external instruments of the Common Agricultural Policy
will be paid, in this conteit, to the

2

• Particular attention

Mediterranean~ountries.

9. Agricultural cooperation should not, however, be confined to supporting the
development of subsistence farming : it should also be aimed at diversifying
agricultural exports as regards both crops and markets. Operations in_this
sphere - trainin~, research, conversion, trade promotion, etc. -~ill be
designed to bring about a greater complementarity b~tween the Mediterranean
countries• products and better-expl6itation of the ~otential of world and
regional markets. Such operations will thus reduce or prevent straini on the
Community market while -~roadening the range of the Mediterranean countries'
agricultural exports. There should be explicit provfsions for a close involvement of Community busin~ss in some aspects of such operation.

1

A report on the achievement of the Flood II Programme
shortly.

2 commission Green Book.of July 1985.

wil~

be presented
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10. In view of the fishery potential of some of these countries and the'contri-

. bution fisheries could make to their development and in view of the ·
importance -of fish'eries in the Community of Twelve, the Community should
intensify cooperation in the fisheries sector in the interests of both
parties.
The preceding remarks and suggestions thus concern this wide and promising
area of relations between·the Community and the Southern Mediterranean
(including the Atlantic Coast>.
B.

Efforts to bring about greater economic complementarity

11. In view of some of the Mediterranean countries' level of development,
1

thei'r wide-scale de facto integration into the Community market

and their

express desire to develop long-term relations with Europe, industrial,
scientific· and technological cooperation in the broadest sense of the term
(including research, technology transfers, energy, traini~g, services~ banks,
transport, etc.) must constitute the ~econd plank of the Community strategy in
coming years. 2 In shor~, it is a question of giving the Mediterranean countries and Community undertakings a better opportunity to compare, share and

.

combine their knowledge, their capital, their access to markets, etc., so
'

bringing about a greater complementarity between what is undertaken on the two

sides of the Mediterranean and making efforts to set up long-term joint operations systematic.
There is a wide range of ope!ations that could be carried out in the.framework of such cooperation with the aim of bringing about real complementarity.
This cooperation will h~ve to be designed in close consultation with the
business and trade circles concerned. In many ~ases, direc~ input from those
concerned will be needed. The effective participation of entrepreneurs,
bankers, industrialists and traders nat.uratly presupposes a welcoming environment and sufficient incentives for investment and/or cooperation between
European trade and business and undertakings in the Mediterranean countries. It
also requires the diversification and appropriate orientation of the
of technical and financial cooperation.

1

resources

~ost of the countries in question depend on the Community market for a large
proportion of their exports: Algeria (60%), Morocco (54%), Tunisia (60%>,
Egypt (44%), Syria (62%), Israel (38%).
2
)It. s~ould'be no~ed that i~ certain sectors- research, energy, etc.- some
spec1f~c cooperat1on operat1ons can be financed under the sc~ence and technology
for-~~velopment programme and energy programming.
Sou~ce : UN/GATT, most recent year for which figures are available

12. Despite remarkable
fertilizers, the

d~velopments

Mediterr~nean

in some

indu~trial ~ectors s~ch

as textiles. and

countries arid our own undertakings have not yet

exploited to the full these countries' resourc~s plus their proMimity and their ·
preferential conditions of access to the world market in manufactured goods.
Industrial links .have not developed at the pace one would have expected nor has
the flow of invest~ents lived up to expectations.
In view of this situation, and since the development options freely adopted
by these countries involve the bolstering ·of their economies through private
'
capital ~nd technology from ab~oad, they must themselve5 make efforts to create
a more welcoming environment. Businessmen react not merely to reasonably optimistic prospects for economic growth and outlets but also to the envi~onment ·
wh~re they will have to operate; important factors includ~ a minimum of red
tape, taxation which does not act as a disincentive, real possibilities to
tr~nsfer capital ·and p~ofits and the possibility to trade and fi~ prices fre~ly.
In this context, the Commission believes that the completion of the draft
Euro-Arab Convention on the promotion and protection of mutual investment would
help improve the investment climate and attract private investments •. It emphasizes the importance it attaches to the rapid conclusiQn of work on this Convention by the Euro-Arab Dialogue authorities.
13. The contribution of the Community as such to bringing about greater e~onomic
compleme~tari~y with the Mediterranean countries should, in the Com~ission's
opinion,, take five very different ~orms: trade arrangements, fin~ncial incenti~es fo~. joint investment, support for-these countries' self-reliant indus~rial
development, contacts between businessmen,· training and the exchang~ of infor•·
mation and statistics.

.
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·14. 'If this complementary e·conomic development is to be obtained, the
framework for trade should be such that trade and business circles. find it ·sufficiently_ "open" and stable. Given th~ freedom of ,access for industrial
products originating in the Mediterranean, countries, it is no longer possible
to imagine in this corinection any formal improvement in the trade provisions
contained in the agreements •. The textile~ crisis h.as nevertheless made it
necessary to introduce mechanisms derogating from the free access arrangements.
The Community has succeeded, it is true, ~n these exceptional circumstances,
to safeguard as effectively as possible ~~e interests of the Mediterranean.
countries concerned (their exports and their share of the Community market
I

have in fact expanded remarkably>. Nevertheless the resulting derogation from
the free' access arrangements laid down in; the agreements, dimini$hes the
I
.
credibility of these arrangements; in ou~ partners' opinion, this has had,
and could again have, a negative effect, pn the behaviour of investors in
other industrial sectors, particularly i~I view of the enlargement.
I

'

.

•

•

!

It is therefore important for the Community to give its partners the
necessary assurances regarding its determination to continue the Long-term
objective of Liberalizing the textile trade. This means that the Community
should envisage as far as possible a retJrn to the normal arrangements
provided for in the cooperation agreements, negotiated and admini~tered
within the framework and spirit of those agreements in accordance with the
inherent objecti~es of the Mediterranean policy.
I

15.

The Community attaches very great import~nce·to effective machinery for
I
attracting risk capital to the Mediterranean countries. This is essential,
particularly for our small and medium-si~ed businesses. Experience has shown
i
that the inclusion in each financial protocol of specific resources which can
I
be used for that purpose is. not a sufficiently flexible solution. That is
why the Commission proposes the establishment, from 1987, of a new budget
holdings in joint ventures
heading which would be used to finance Community
I
between firms in the Mediterranean partner'countries and Community firms(1).
The Commission considers that an initial 1 allocation of 5 to 10 million ECU
.

'

will be sufficient, since it hopes that at the same time conventional banking
circles will greatly expand their activities in this sphere, and they should
in fact be encouraged to do so.
I

(1} This budget heading could be worded as follows : "Community contributions
to the ~ormation of rlsk capital in the Mediterranean countrieJ'and the
holdings would be for sm~ll and medium-s~zed businesses. The funds under this
heading would be administered, in accord:ance with the usuaL procedures; by the
EIB, which could also provide loans from its own resources to the firms
· in question.
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16.

At the same time the Community must continue, and even increase if possible,
the financin~ it provides for industry in the ~editerranean countties
the EIB funds must continue to benefit small and medi~m-sized
enterprises, through the national industrial development banks, and
also must continue to.be channelled direct to eligible firms engaged
in production;
the Community budget resources must be used fir-st and.foremost to
finance training operations and facilitate in-service training in
European companies, provide technical assistance (aid fo~ the promotion
of investment· operations undertaken by the partner countries>, support
research activ.ities, arrange contacts among t.hose engaged in trade and
busine'ss and enable consultants to be brought in wherever this is seen
to be necessary.

17.

Experience has shown that direct contact'within trade and business circles is
absolutely essential; such contact definitely has a trigger effect, even if
this is difficult to quantify. The objective is to encourage the maximum
number of .firms in 'the Community and the Mediterranean countries to engage.
in practical cooperation schemes (exchange of know-how, collaboration in
marketing, exchange of technicians, holdings, jo1nt ventures, training
courses in the factory and insi~e the firm, etc.>.
I

•

'

'

It is also highly advisable to encourage entrepreneurs and all those engaged
in trade and business to meet, exchange views, compare their market analyses,
compare their prospects for developing the market and production potential
if a hew upsurge in demand seems likely. Such. coordi~ati6n would not of
course be binding upon those involved but. it would avoid many expensive, ·
unprofitabl• projects and would give those concerned a more respdnsible role.
The Commission feels that these agreements should include a provision
enabling each party to propose sectqral coordination of this type, an~ it
would be for the Community and the partner country to call on the relevant
businessmen for consultations.·
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The Committee on Economic and
Trade cooperation~ the setting up of which has
already been proposed, could play a useful role in this sphere (1).

Such contact, whatever for~ it takes, will obviously be facilitated by the
specialized bodies which are already in existence <chambers of commerce,
trade associations> or which will be set up (such as the Centre for Economic
Cooperation in the Mediterranean countries, the setting up of which was recently proposed by the Italian Government). Provided this meets our
partners 8 wishe~the Commission intends to help promote this type of action,
which is relatively inexpensive and of undeniable benefit.
'

18.

\

Given the·stage of development reached by our partners, training is one of
the essential areas which should receive attention. It can be seen from
the indicative programmes for the two current financial protocoles that it
is already planned to allocate a larger proportion of resources to them in
accordance with the sectoral guidelines adopted. These training activities
should be intensified and th~ nature and form of the trairiing to be promoted
should take into account the new guidelines for cooperation. Some of the
desirable types of training ·have already been mentioned. On a more general
level, there should be-mor; of the following : specific training linked with
particul~r <industrial, scientific, etc.) projects, training within firmsJ
research institutes, banks, administrative departments, etc., and training
courses for specialized staff. A survey of such types of training opportunities, which could be computerized and made available to our partners, should
be conducted on the basis of requirements and used jointly with trad~ and
business and governments on the two sides (2).
As a c~mplement t6 the closer cooperation which is to be introduced and the
collaboration between our partners' firms and Community trade and business,
the exchange of economic information must be stepped up : in this respect, improved access to European data banks, the exchange of economic information
·on products and markets, the dissemination of statistics, etc, must be ·'
encouraged. Some of this information should be made available in Arabic.

(1) See COM(85J 405
(2) A computerized file of this kind could also be used in other advanced
Third World countries with which the Community has contractual relations.
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c.

Support for regional and multilateral cooperation

19.

The Commission continues to maintain that the Community's direct relations
with each partner country should eventually be placed in the context of an·
.overall convention.between the European countries and the Southern Mediterranean countries, or at least-agreements with each subregion. The economic
terms of the cooperation should be defined so that when the political circumstances enable such an agreement to be concluded, it can be finalized rapidly.
The Mediterranean countries• efforts to industrialize and the complementary
development· of their agricultural economies would be greatly 1acilitated if
they could be undertaken in a multilateral context covering the ent)re region,
or at least each subregion, along the lines of what exists in the economic
area created in western Europe. The Commission considers that it is advisable,
in the interests of the other countries bordering on the Mediterranean and in
the Community's own interests, to lend active support to the efforts aimed
at closer cooperation in the Medit'erranean area, with a view to a better integrated common economic area.
Such a development will of Mecessity be a long-term process : the direct
Community contribution· is bound to be modest. Its effectiveness will depend
essentially on the determination of the Mediterranean partners themselves to
take this path.
Apart from this essentially political aspect, the Community must lend its,
support to specific regional or multilateral cooperation schemes
Under the financial protocols and budget heading 967 established to
that end (1) ~ the Community must give priority to the financing of
regional schemes covering a number of Mediterranean countries ~
possible fields of action include cross-frontier links, the .campaign
against desertification, research concerning agriculture in ·arid a~eas
and the use of solar energy.

(1) "Measures to encourage the establishment of a common approach to regional
and subregional cooperation in the Mediterranean area".

The Community will step up its support for private or semi-public
bodies such as CIHEAM <1> or ASCAME <2> and for bodies, institutes
and chambers-of trade which cover a number of countries bordering
on the Mediterranean and are engaged in practical cooperation schemes.
The Community should, in the same spirit, provide financtal support
<under the abovementioned Article 967) for the setting up and running
of the Centre for Economic Cooperation referred to above.
Lastly, the Community will propose to its partners that the invitations
to tender for contracts financed from resources covered by a protocol
should in future be open - provided there is reciprocity - to nationals
Of other countries in the region which have similar agreements with the
Community, including the ACe countries.
IV.

Financial resources

20.

Adequate financial resources will have to be made available if economic
coope·ration· between the· Communi"tY and the Mediterranean· countri-es is to· be·
stepped up.
The financial protocols concluded with the Southern and Eastern Mediterranean
couhtries expire on 31 October 1986. It is in any event necessary first of
all to establish guidelines for cooperation with the Mediterranean partners.
On the basis of these guidelines, the Community can and must then take a
decision on the total amount and breakdown of the various types of Community
financial resources. The Commission will make proposals once the guidelines
have been determined.

21. The profound change in the nature of cooperation envisaged in th!s communication obviously gives new meaning to financing from sources other than
the Community and particularly financing which will be generated by the
business sector. The role of Community financing in this context must be
adapted accordingly; but it must obviously remain sipnificant; any reduction,
even if only relative, in the Community's real contribution would immediately
be subject to a certain interpretation, whereai o~ the ~ontrary we wish t6
underline the growing importance of our trans-Mediterranean relations in the
external dealings of the Ten - now to be Twelve.

<1> Centre International des Hautes Etudes Agricoles Mediterraneennes
(International Centre for Advanced Studies in the sphere of
Mediterranean Agriculture)
(2) Assemblee des Chambres de Commerce de La Mediterranee
(Assembly of Mediterranean Chambers of Commerce)
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22.

As regards the Community share of the financing, the ~ommission conside~
that the total financial resources -for the group o'f countries concerned
must be determined on the ~asis of the nominal.amount laid down in the second
protocols, account being taken of the following
inflation;
'.
an additional· contribution in oder to give pra_ctical effect to the
new priorities and qualitative fmprovements in cooperation, as
. proposed earlier, and also to reflect the enlargement of the Comm~nity.

23.

In order to improve the effectiveness of its cooperation, the Community must
examine the value of closer coordination of public-sector financing coming
from the Community. Cofinancing comprising funds from the· Community and
the Member States - in some cases combined with financing from non-member
countries or bodies in those countries - would be made easier and the coordination of European action in certain spheres would be improved. Tbe Commission
also intends to maintain contact with other funding agencies active in the
region, including the Arab Funds.

V.

Conclusion

24.

To conclude, the Commission is requesting the Council to approve the
guidelines set out in this communication; these.guidelines are to serve as
a basis for the propo~als, which the Commission will present at a later dater
for d_irectives for the negotiation of additions to the present agreement
and of the next set of financial protocols.

•

In view of the deadline - the present protocols expire o~ 31 October 1986;
and normal procedure is for the partne~s to examine one year before,
expiry the provisions to be adopted for the future ~ the Commission
proposes to the Council that the work be arranged as follows :

-
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]he Counc~l should examine the proposed guidelines and adopt a decision·

on them as soorl as pOssible, ·and in any event before the end of 1985;
~

On the basis of this decision, Commission will put forward proposals
concer~ing the amount and breakdown of the resources to be allocated to
financial and tech~ical iooperation for a further five-year period, an~
~lso concerning cooperati~n in the future. Thi~ would enable the required
negotiations with our partners to begin early in 1986.

FOOD DEPENDENCE
SOUTHERN AND EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES
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4
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4

8
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2
1

4

11

2

3

13
12

3
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(1) Less than 100 t.
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